


 
 

Manifesting with the Devas Creation Process 
 
 
Get into alignment and stabilize yourself 

 Bring your attention to your heart and match with the pulse of the Universe 
 Connect Golden Grid of Manifestation 
 Recognize yourself as your Soul Self in unity with everyone and everything  
 Call all of your awareness back to you and inside your body  
 Ground yourself to the Earth and send a cord down to the center of the Earth to 

wrap around big ball of light  
 
Clear or neutralize the energy in your energetic field 

 Use a big vortex of energy connected to the ball of light at the center of the Earth 
 Spin it counter clockwise to whisk away any lower level emotions and thoughts  
 Send that lower level energy down into the ball of light to be transmuted or 

neutralized 
 Call your neutralized energy back to you and send it to your Soul Star Chakra  
 Charge your energy with a high frequency emotional quality 
 Fill up your body and energetic field with your newly charged reclaimed energy  

 
Raise your vibration 

 Clear and charge up your 7 main chakras by flowing energy from the Earth’s 
etheric field, through your Earth Star Chakra, and up your spine  

 Flow Divine Source energy through your Soul Star Chakra and down your body 
 Unite with Divine Mother/Father in your heart space 

 
Step into your Higher Heart  

 Step into the sacred space of your heart and fully merge with your Higher Self 
 Move into the tiny space of your heart and fully merge with the Divine 
 Move back into the sacred space of the heart, taking this recognition with you 

 
Establish and connect with your orb on the Golden Grid 

 Locate your Divine desire or orb on the Golden Grid 
 Create a heart-to-heart connection with your orb 
 Allow the Universal pulse to align you and your orb 
 Ground the orb to the Earth with a grounding cord 
 Witness the 3D grid inside the orb 

 
Inviting Devas of the Spiritual Plane 

 Step into the portal and take the Golden Grid elevator to the Spiritual plane and 
match the frequency of the Spiritual plane 

 Invite an Angel or Greater Deva to oversee the creation of your project  



 Ask for a golden beam of light coming from Divine Source with the Spiritual 
qualities of your choice  

 Flow this energy through your Soul Star chakra, your crown chakra, into your 
heart space, and through your whole body and spiritual field 

 Send the energy to your orb, while sounding your note, with the intention of 
inviting the Devas with refined spiritual qualities to help you create your desired 
project   

 Witness your orb and the Devic activity 
 
Inviting Devas of the Mental Plane 

 Drop your frequency slightly to the Mental Plane and match the frequency of the 
Mental Plane 

 Focus on a mental concept that is congruent with the Spiritual qualities 
 Using a golden beam of light from Divine Source with your mental concept, flow it 

through your Soul Star Chakra, your crown chakra into your mental body and 
heart  

 Send the energy to your orb, while sounding your note, with the intention of 
inviting the Devas of the specific frequency that matches your mental 
instructions, to help you create your desired project 

 Witness your orb and the Devic activity 
 

Inviting Devas of the Emotional Plane 
 Drop your frequency slightly to the Emotional Plane and match the frequency of 

the Emotional Plane 
 Focus on high level emotional qualities that are congruent with the spiritual 

qualities and mental concept that you used 
 Using a golden beam of light from Divine Source with the high level emotions of 

your choice, flow it through your Soul Star chakra, your crown chakra, into your 
heart space, through your emotional body 

 Using your memories and past experiences, remember what those emotions feel 
like  

 Send the emotions/feeling tones to your orb, while sounding your note, with the 
intention of inviting Devas of high level emotional qualities, matching your 
emotions/feeling tones, to help you create your desired project 

 Witness your orb and the Devic activity 
 
Inviting a Managing Deva to hold the blueprint for your creation  

 Drop your frequency slightly to the Etheric Plane and match the frequency of the 
Physical-Etheric Plane 

 Charge up your whole body and energetic field with all you have done and using 
the Golden Grid charge up your orb. 

 Be in a place of responsibility for creating your project, now an entity 
 Invite a Deva to manage the lesser devas and to see your creation to the end  
 Sound your note three times 

 



Direct Source energy and Earth energy to your orb  
 Focus your attention on your heart-to-heart connection with your orb  
 Create a channel from your Soul Star Chakra to the topmost center point of your 

orb.  
 Direct a golden beam of light, flowing from Divine Source, through your Soul Star 

chakra, through this channel, to topmost center point of your orb, and into your 
orb 

 Create a channel from your Earth Star Chakra to the bottommost center point of 
your orb.  

 Direct a golden beam of light, flowing from the heart of the Earth, through your 
Earth Star Chakra, through this channel, to the bottommost center point of your 
orb, and into your orb 

 See your orb as planted in the Universal soil or grid 
 
Recalibrate 

 Fully associate with the manifested reality and synthesize it into your whole body 
being. Sound out your note to the world 3 times with the intent to announce its 
birth 

 Realize that your Devic crew are hard at work for you 
 Realize that your creation is beaming its light out through your ring of influence 

and it is sounding its note 
 Give thanks to all involved 
 Turn your attention to other things and let them do their work 

 
End the session 

 Drop down the vortex and burn up any residual lower level energy in the ball of 
light  in the center of the Earth 

 Call your neutralized energy back to you and send it to your Soul Star Chakra  
 Charge your energy with a high frequency emotional quality 
 Fill up your body and energetic field with your newly charged reclaimed energy  
 Flip on light switch to light up your boundary and illuminate body and being  
 Put up your deflector mirrors 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 


